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ABSTRACT. We review some recent development on the extension problem of pluri-
canonical forms from a divisor to the ambient space by Siu, Kawamata ancl Nakayama
with simplified proofs,
                           1. INTRODUCTION
  The purpose of this paper is to review some recent development on the extension
problem of pluricanonical forms from a divisor to the ambient space. The main tools
of the proofs are the multiplier ideal sheaves and the vanishing theorems for them.
  Let X be a compact complex manifold. The Tn-genus P. (X) of X for a positive
integer m is defined by P.(X) = dim HO(X,mKx). The growth order of the
plurigenera for large m is cailed the Kodaira dimension K(X): we have P.(X) fiv
mrc(X) for any suMciently large and divisible m. We have the fo}}owing possibilities:
rc(X) = -oo,O, 1,•••, or dim X. In particular, if rc(X) = dim X, then X is said to
be of Jc eneral type. It is important to note that these invariant,s are independent of
the birational models of X.
  The plurigenera are fundamental discrete invariants for the classification of alge-
braic varieties, But they are by definition not topological invariants. However, in
order that such classification is reasonable, the following conjecture due to Iitaka
should be true:
Conjecture 1.1. Let S be an algebraic variety, and let f:,V -År S be a srnooth
algebraic morphism. Then the plurigenus P.(Xt) is constant on t E S for any
positive integer m.
  A morphism between complex varieties which is birationally equivalent to a
projective morphism wi}l be called an algebraic morphism in this paper. The alge-
braicity assumption in the conjecture is slightly weaker than the projectivity.
  This conjecture is confirmed by Iitaka [Il, I2] in the case in which dim Xt =
2 by using the classification theory of surfaces. Nakayama [Nl] proved that the
conjecture follows if the minima} model exists for the fami!y and the abundance
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conjecture holds for the generic fiber. Thus the conjecture is true if dim Xi = 3 by 
[K4] and [KM]. 
On the other hand, Nakamura [Nm] provided a counterexample for the gener-
alization of the conjecture in the c笛 ewhere the morphism f isnot algebraic. In 
his邑xample,the central fiber Xo is a quotient of a与dimensionalsimply connected 
solvable Liξgroup by a discrete subgroup. We note that X0 is a non-K込hiξrman-
ifold which has non-clos付 holomorphic1-forms. So w♀ only consider algebraic 
morphisms in this paper. It is interesting tむをxtξndour results to the casξin which 
the fibers are in Fujiki’s class C. 
The following theorem of Siu was the starting point of the recent progress on 
this conjecture which we shall review. 
Theorem 1.2. [Si} Let S beαcomplex variety，αM let f : X→S be a smooth 
projective morphism. Assume thαt the geneパcfiber Xη off is a variety of general 
type. Then the plur伊 nusPm (Xi) is coηstα川 ont E S for any pos的veinteger m. 
We have also a slightly stronger version: 
Theorem 1.2'. [I<5} Let S be an均εbraiε凶 riety,let X be a complex回 riety,
and let f : X→S beαpropεT fiat algeるraicmorphism. Assume that the fibers 
Xi = 1-1(t) have only canonical singularities for any t E S and that the gεneric 
fiber Xη is S 叩 rietyof general type. Then the plurigenus Pm(Xt) is constant on 
tεS for any positive integer m. 
According to Nakayama [N2], we define the m附 ricαlI<odαira dimensionν（X) 
as follows (this isκσ（X) in [N2]; there is anotl悶 versionκν（X) of numerical Ko 
－ daira dir 
． and let k be a nonn配gativ配integer. 羽lede白neν（X）；ど kif there exist a divisor 
H on X and a positiv控numlコerc such that dim H0(X, mli.’x + H）三en/'for an 
SU缶cientlylarge and divisible m司 Ifthere is no such k, then we put v(X) = -oo. It 
is easyもGse告thatκ（X）三ν（X）壬dimX. By the Kodaira lemma，κ（X) =dim X 
‘if and only if v(X）ロ dimX. ThξGおndanceconjecture states that the equal-
ity 1:( X) ：：：：ジ（X)always holds. Nakayama co1命 medthis conjectur号 inthe c総
v(X) = 0 ([N2]). 
By considering ml¥x十Hinstead of mKx, Nakayama obtained the following: 
Theorem 1.3. [N3} Let S be an alg訪問icvariety, let X be臼 complexveriety, 
and let f x→S be a proper Fαtαlgebraic morphism. Assume that the fibers 
Xi= f→（t) hαve onlνcαnonicαl singularities forαnνt E S. Then the numerical 
f{ odaira dimensionν（ Xt) is constant on tεS. In pαrticular, if one fiber X0 is of 
general type, then soαreαl the fibers. 
For the finξr classification of algebraic varieties, it is useful to consider not only 
thξdisc出邑 invariantsPm(X) but also也君 infinitesum of v在ctorspacξS 
R(X) = Efj H0(X, mKx) 
m>O 
which has a natural graded ring structure over C = H0(X, Ox). This continuous 
invariant R(X), called tl日 Cαnonicαln吋 ofX, is also inde1河川entof the birational 
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models of X. It is con ctured that R(X) is always自nitelygenerated as a graded 
C-algebra. If this is the case, then Proj R(X) is called a canonicαl model of X. 
A canonical si吋ular均（resp. terminal singularity) is defined出 asingularity 
which may appear on a canonical model of a variety of general type whose canonical 
ring is finitely generated (resp. on a minimal model of an algebraic variety). The 
formal definition by Reid is笛 follows:a normal variety X is said to have only 
canonical singularities (resp. terminal singularities) if the canonical divisor I<x is 
Q-Cartier and, for a resolution of singularities μ ・ Y→X which has exceptional 
divisors Fj, if we writeµ• I<x =Ky＋乞JαjFj,then町三 0(resp.円＜ 0) for al 
j. 
For example, the canonical singularities in dimension 2 have been studied exten-
sively. They are called in many names such as du Val singularities, rational double 
points, simple singularities, or A-D-E singularities. The terminal singularity in di-
mension 2 issmooth, and the terminal singularities in dimension 3 are classified by 
Mori and others (cf. [R2)). 
Let us consider the subset of a Hilbert scheme with a given Hilbert polynomial 
which consists of points corresponding to the canonical models of var目ietiesof general 
type. This set should be open from the view point of the moduli problem of varieties 
(cf. [V2]). The following is a local version of Theor叩 11.2' and says that this is the 
case (this result was previously known up to dimer 
Theorem 1.4. ｛λ可Letf: X→B be a fiat morphism from a germ of an algebraic 
variety to a germ of a smooth curve. Assume that the central fiber X0 = f-1 (P) 
has only canonical singularities. Then so has the total space Xαs well asαny fiber 
Xi off. Moreover，ザμ： V→X is a b・irational morphism from a normal variety 
山：ththe strict transform X of X0, then J( v + X 三 µ•（Kx+ Xo)-
The following theorem answers a similar question for the deformations of minimal 
models （山iswas previously known up to dimension 3): 
Theorem 1.5. {N3} Let f : X→B be a fiat morphism from a germ of anαlgebrazc 
variety to a germ ofαsmooth curve. Assume that the central fiber X0 = f-1 ( P) 
has only terminal singularities. Then so hαs the total space Xαs well as any fiber 
X1 off. Moreover, ifμ: V→X is a birational morphism from αnormal uαriety 
山 ；ththe strict transform X of X0, then the support of I<v + X -μ"(I<x + Xo) 
contains al the exceptional divisors ofμ. 
The following theorem, which is stronger than Theorem 1.2', says that only the 
abundance conjecture for the generic fiber implies the deformation invariance of the 
plurigenera: 
Theorem 1.6. {N3} Let S be anαlgebnαic uαηety, let X beαcomplex variety, 
and let f : X→S beαproper Fαtαlgebraic morphism. Assume thαt the fibers 
Xi = f-1(t) ha閃 onlycanonical singulαηities and thαtκ（Xη）＝ ν（Xη） for the 
generic fiber Xη off. Then the plttrigenus Pm(Xi) is constant 011 tεS for any 
positive integer m. 
Now we explain the idea of the proofs. Since we assumed the algebraicity of va-
rieもies,there exist divisors which are big. Hence we can use the vanishing theorems 
of Ko出iratype as in [Kl] and (Vl] (cf Theorem 2.6). Indeed, if Kx0 is nef and big 
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for the central fiber X0 in Theorem 1.2, then the ext日ndabilityof pluricanonical 
forms follows immediately from the vanishing theorem. 
Thus the problem is to extract the nef part from the big divisor I<x0・This
is similar to the Zariski decomposition problem {cf. (K3]): Let X be a smooth 
projective variety of general type. If we fix a positive integer m, then there exists a 
projξctive birational morphism μm : Y m→X such thatμλ（mI<x) is dεcomposed 
into th号路m of t総合悦 partand the 五日dpart: μら（mI<x)= Pm ÷Mm. If 
もh邑主芭邑xistson邑 μ： Y→X which sξrves as th芭 μmsimultanをouslyfor al m, then 
P = SUPm>oPm/m is the d杷sirednef part, andもhedecomposition μ・I<x= p十N
in Div(Y）③R for N : infm>oNm/m gives the Zariski decomposition of I<x. The 
difficulty arises when we have an infinite tower of blowぺips.It is known that if the 
Zariski decomposition of the canonical divisor巴xist丸山叩 thecanonical ri時 R(X)
is finitely gene凶 ed([K3]). 
So we use instead the concept of multiplier ideal sh叩fwhich was first introduced 
by Nadel [Nd]. We consider the series of ideal sheaves on X 0 instead of the decom-
positions on the series of blow-ups. Since the structure sheaf of X0 is noetherian, 
we do not hav号thedifficulty of the infinity in this cas母； wetake just thξunion of 
ぬεideals(cf. Definitions 2.5 and 2.10). 
The r丑mainingthing to be proved is thξcompatibility of the mむltipliξrideal 
sheaves on X o and on the total spac告 X constructεd similarly for Kx. This is 
proved by a tricky induction on m discovered by Siu (cf. Lemma 3.6). 
The theorems in the introduction will be reduced to Theorems A, B and C in 
§2, which will be proved by using vanishing theorems in §3” 
We use the following t日rminologybes出 sthose in [KMM]. Let f : X→S be a 
morphism of algebraic varieties. A sheaf :F on X is said to be f-generated if the 
natural homomorphism fムF→:Fis surjective. A Cartier divisor D on X is 
called !-effective (resp. f網free)if f. r:J x ( D）手0(resp. Ox(D) is !-generated). A 
<Qi-Cartier divisor D on X is said to be f-<Ql-effectiむe(resp. f-semi-ample) if ther官
exists a positive integ母rm such that mD isa f-effectiv在 (resp. f-fr宮司 Cartier 
_divisor. A （忌Carti告Edivisor D on X i宰路idto be fヲseudo・eb'ectiveif D÷His 
！－今effectivξforany !-ample Q-Carti邑Edivisor H. 
All varieti壱sand morphisms arξdefined over the complex number field iC in this 
paper. 
2. MAIN THEOREMS 
Setup 2.1. We fix th倍followingnotation in Theorems A, B and C below. 
( 1)V is a smooth algebraic variety. 
(2) X is a smooth divisor on V. 
(3) S is a germ of an algebraic variety. 
(4）π：V→5 isa proj母ctiv合mo叩hism:
XζV三今s.
A divisor D on V will be callξdπ－efiεctive for the pair （γ，X) if the natural 
homomorphism r. r:Jγ（D）吋 rr.Ox(Dlx)is not zero. It is called r-<Ql・effectivefor 
the pαir ( V,X) if mD is1川釘ectivefor the pair (V, X) for some pos山veinteger m. 
D issaid to be π－big for the pair (V, X) if we can write mDェA+B for a positive 
integer m，π－ample divisor A and aπ－e宵ect附 divisorB for the pair (V,X). 
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2.2 Theorem A. Assume thαt Kv + X isπ・bigfor the pαir (V, X). Then the 
natural homomorphism ?T.Ov(m(Kv + X））→ ?T.Ox(mKx) is suηective for GηU 
positive integer m. 
Proof: Theorem A implies Theorem 1.4. By the resolution of singularities, we con-
struct a projective birational morphism μ : V→X from a smooth varieもysuch 
that thεstrict transform X of the cξntral fib告EX o is also smooth. Wξtake S = X 
andπ＝ μ. Sine吉πand党Ixare birational語 orphisms,w告canseεthat K v÷X is
7r-big for thξpair (V, X). 
Let m be a positive integer such that mKx。isa Carti母rdivisor. Since X o has 
only canonical si時ulariti日s,a nowhere vanishing section s0 of 0 x。（mKx。） lifts to 
a section of 0 x ( mI< x), which in turn extends to a section of Ov ( m( f{ v + X)) by 
Theorem A. Therefore, s0 extends to a nowhere vanishing 開 ctionof 0 x (m(Kx + 
Xo)) wh凶 liftsto a section of Ov(m(Kv + X)). He恥 ef{ x + X o is a Q-Cartier 
divisor and J{ v + X三μ＊（Kx十Xo)in this case. Since a町 μis dominated by some 
μ as above, we have the l品目tassertion. Since 〆Xo三X,it follows that X has only 
canonical singularities‘ E 
Proof: Theorem A implies Theorem 1.2'. We may assume that S is a germ of a 
smooth curve. Byもheresolution of singularities, we consもructa prop号Ebirational 
morphism μ : V→X from a smooth variをtysuch that the strict tr官 isformX of 
the central fiber X0 is also smooth and thatπ＝ f o μ is a projective morphism. 
Let A be a ?T-very ampl配divisoron V. Since Kx is f-big, there exists a positive 
integer m1 such that f.Ox(m1Kx -μ.A）手0,althoug.h μ.A is a Weil divisor 
which may not be a Cartier divisor. Therefore, there exists an effective Weil di-
visor B on X whose support does not contain X0 such thaもm1Kx～μ市A+B.
Then f{ v + X is 1「－bigfor the pair (V, X) by the last ass日rtionof Theorem 1.4. 
Since X has only canonical singularities by Theorem 1.4, Theorem A implies that 
the natural homomorphism f.Ox(mKx）→H0(Xo, mKx。） is surjective for any 
positive integξE m. ロ
2.3 Theorem B. Let H beα7r・verぎampledivisor on V. Assume that Kx is 
7r-pseudo-effective. Then f{ v十 X is also 7r-pseudo-effective, and the natural ho司
momorphismむ Ov(m(Kv十X)+H）→丸Ox(mKx十HIx) is surjective forα＂＇ 
positive intεgerη1 ． 
Proof: Theorem B implies Theorem 1.3. We may assume that S is a germ of a 
smooth curve. We define V, X and πas in the proof that Theorem A implies 
Theorem 1.2'. Ifν（Xo) ぉ…oo,then Kx0 is not pseudo幡町船ctive,and v(X,.,) ＝一∞
for the generic fiber XTJ by the upper semi-continuity theorem. Otherwise, the rest 
of the proof is similar to the proof that Theorem A implies Theorem 1.2＇.口
Proof: Theorem B implies Theorem 1.5. There exist a resolution of singularities 
μ：γ→X and an e偽ctivedivisor E which is support付∞ぬを吉xc芭ptional
locus ofμ such that H = -E isμ-very ample. Let S = X 邑ndπ = μ. L告も
x bξthe strict transform of X0 which is assumed to be smooth. Sin白 Xohas 
only terminal singularities, there exists a positive integer m such that ml{ x。is
a Cartier divisor and that mKx -mμ・Kx。三 Elx. Thus a nowhere vanishing 
section s0 of 0 x。（mf{x。） lifts to a section of 0 x (ml{ x -Elx), which in turn 
extends to a section of Ov ( m( J{ v + X) -E) by Theorem日 Therefore,so extends 
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to a nowhere vanishing 悦ctionof Ox(m(I¥x + Xo)) which lifts to a section of 
Ov(m(Kv+X)-E）.日間ceKv +X －μ・(I<x+ Xo）三会Ein this c凶 eSince any 
μ isdominated by someμ as above, we have the last assertion. Sinceµ• X0とX,
it follows that X has only terminal singularities. 口
2.4 Theorem C. Let X{ and lう1 be the gene行cfibers of 7r : X →π（X) and 
π：V→可V),respectively. Assume that J{γ÷X isゎQ-effectiむEfor the pair 
(V,X), dimX{ =dim Vry, and that v(X{) ＝吋Lう？）ロ κ（Vry}・ Thεn the natural 
homo moψhism民 Ov(m(J<v十X））→むOx(mKx)is surjective for any pos的問
integer m. 
Proof: Theorem C implies Theorem 1.6. We may assume that S is a germ of a 
smooth curve. We define V, X and π出 inthe proof that Theorem A implies 
Theorem 1.2'. We may as叩 methaもI<x。ispseudcトeffective.By Theorem 1.3, we 
have iノ（Xd＝ν（Xo）ど 0,where x{ is the generic抗beroff. By the assumption on 
the abundance, it follows that !{ v + X becomes 7「“Q-e品川ivefor the pair (V, X). 
The rest is similar to the proof that Theorem A impli日sTheorem 1.2＇.口
Definition 2.5. L告も Xbe a smooth complξx variety and D a divisor on X. Let 
μ:Y→x be a proper birational morphism from a smooth variety Y. Assume 
that th在民吉xistsaおcompositionμ*D = P÷Min Div(Y）③京総chthaもPis μ-nef 
and Mis efi号ctivehaving a normal crossing support. The multiplier ideal sheaf LM 
is defined by the following formula: 
4九Oy(rp「＋Ky)=I111(D十Kx). 
We note that T.11 is a coherent sheaf of ideals of 0 x which is determined only by 
M and μ. If v : Y’吋 Yis another proper birational morphism, then it is easy to 
see that T.11 = I,. M. 
The following van ｝川u
th吉 maintool for the proof of Theo回 msA and B. Nadel's vanishing theorem [Nd] 
and Ohsawa-Takegosl山 extensionth芭orem[OT] played th母sam邑rolein Si1お proof.
Theorem 2.6. Let f : X吋 Sbe a proper algebraic morphism from a smooth 
complex manifold to an algebraic variety. Let L beα1 IT!?.-divisor 01 X which is 
f-nef and f-big, and whose fractionαl part has a normal crossing support. Then 
RP J.Ox（「L「＋Kx)=O
for any positive integer p. 口
Corollary 2. 7. In the situαtion of Defi11ition 2.5, let S be an algebraic叩 rietνy
and let f: X→S beαproperαlgebraic morphism. If P is f o μ-nefαnd f o μ-big, 
then 
RP J.IM(D÷Kx) = 0 
for anぎpositiveinteger p. 
Proof. We have RP(! o μ).Oy(r P「÷Ky)=0 and RPμ.Oy(r P「十 ／｛y)= 0 for 
any positive integer p 口
We need a vanishing theorem of Kollar type ([Ko]) in order to prove Theorem 
C: 
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Theorem 2.8. Let f : X→S be a proper algebraic morphism from a smooth 
complex manifold to an algebraic variety. Let L be a ()!-divisor on X which is f-
semi・ampleand whose fractional part has a normal crossing support. Let D beαn 
effective divisor on X such that mL -D is f-eff ective for a positive integer m. 
Then a natural homomorphism 
RP J.Ox（「L「＋ Kx）→ RPムOx（「L「＋D+I<x)
is myective for any nonnegative integer p. 
Proof. We may泊 sumethat S isa伍neand f isprojective by Theorem 2.6. By com-
pactifying S, adding the pull-back of an ample divisor of S to L, and using the Serre 
vanishing theorem, we reduce the assertion to the injectivity of the homomorphism 
HP(X,Ox（「L寸＋ Kx））→ HP(X,Ox（「L「＋ D+I<x))
in the case in which X is projective and L issemi-ample. This is just [K2, Theorem 
3.2］ .ロ
The condition that L is!-semi-ample can be relaxed to that L is f-nef and 
!-abundant (or f-good) by [K2, Proposition 2.1]. 
Corollary 2.9. In the situation of Corollary 2.スiff is SUワectiveand P is f o μ-
semi-ample, then 
RP f.1111(D + I<x) 
is torsion free for any nonnegative integer p. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary and take an effective Cartier divisor D1 on S which 
contains the support of the torsion part. Then the multiplication homomorphism 
RP(! 0 μ).Oy （「P'+I<y）→RP(!0 μ).Oy （「P「＋(foJl）・D1+ ]{y) is not injective. 
口
Definition 2.10. In the situation of Setup 2.1, we define several kinds of multiplier 
ideal sheaves Jf3, If:>, J}J, 1 on X in the following. 
Let D be a divisor on X which is 71"-Q-effective. For each positive integer m such 
that mD is71"-efective, we construct a proper birational morphism μm : Ym→X 
from a smooth variety such that the following conditions are satisfied: there is a 
decomposition μ';,.(mD) =Pm十Mmin Div(Ym) such that Pm isπo μm-free, Mm 
is effective and has a normal crossing support, and that the natural homomorphism 
（πO μm).Oym (Pm）→ 11".0x(mD) is an isomorphism. We define 
ゴ』＝LJ1；七Mm
where the union is taken for al positive integer目sm such that mD isπ－effective. 
Since X is noetherian, there exists a po叫 iveinteger m such thatゴよ＝1士Mm
In the case in which D itself is 71"-efective, we define If:> = IM, We have 
1 c J~. 
Let D be a divisor on V which is 71"-Q-eπective for the pair (V, X). For each 
positive integer m s山 hthat mD is1同 ffectivefor the pair (V, X), we construct a 
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proper birational morphism μm : Wm→V from a smooth variety with the strict 
transform Ym of X in Wm being smooth and such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: there is a decompositionµ~ (mD) = Qm +Nm in Div(Wm) such that Qm 
isπo μm-free, Nm is effective, Nm十Ym has a normal crossing support, and that 
the natural homomorphism （πo μm).Owm (Qm）→ 7r.Ov (mD) is an isomo叩h即n.
Since mD is1吋 πectivefor the pair (V, X), Ym is not contained in the support of 
Nm. We define 
ゴ占 ＝ LJI~N山
where the union is taken for al positive integers m such that mD is7!"-effective for 
the pair (V, X). Since X is noetherian, there exists a positive integer m such tha t 
ゴ}i=I土Nm
In the case in which D itself is 1同 ffectivefor the pair (V, X), we define Ib = 
1Ni1Yi We have 11 C f[y. 
If we define Mm for Dix as before, then we have Nm jym 三Mm出 divisorson 
Ym. Hence :J'jy C :Jg1x We also have Ib C 1ilx if D is 1同 ffectivefor the pair 
(V,X). 
In the proof of出emain results in the next section, the question on the extend-
ability of global sections of the sheaves Ox (Dix) to those of Ov (D) will b巴間d山 ed
to the comparison of the multipli問 idealsheaves such as :JZ1x and :J};. 
The following lemma enables us to deduce the inclusion of the sheaf from the 
inclusion of the direct image. A theorem of Skoda [Sk] was used in [Si] to prove the 
corresponding statement in the analytic setting. 
Lemma 2.11. ([N3]) Let f X→S beαprojective morph 
such thαt n=dimX.Let 冗 bean f-veryαmple invertible sheaves on X，αnd let 
:F beαcoherent sheaf on X. Assume thαt RPJ.(:F③冗Rm)= 0 for any p > 0 and 
m三0.Then the sheaf F③冗Rnis /-generated. 
‘Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Let us take an arbitrary point x E X. 
We may出 sumethat Hfx} (:F) = 0 ifwe replace :F by its quotient by the torsion 
subsheaf supported at x. Let X' be a general member in the linear system I冗｜
passing through x. Let 1i' ＝冗③ CJX' and :F' = :F @ 1i'. We have an exact 
sequence 
0→F→F R冗→:F＇→O
By the induction hypothesis, P ⑧冗ゆ（n-l)is !-generated. We have R1ム（.:;r⑧ 
冗③（πー 1l)= 0, hence our assertion is proved. 口
Remark 2.12. We note that Theorems A, B and C also hold in the c槌 ein which 
X is stil smooth but reducible. So we can apply them when f . X →S has 
reducible五bersin Theorems 1.2 ',1.3 and 1.6 ( [N3]). 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Notation 3.1. We fix divisors H and A on V such that H is 7!"-very ample and 
A = (dim X + 1)H. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let D1 αnd D be tr-effective andゎQ-effectivedivisors on X (resp.ト
effective andゎQ-effectivedivisors on V for the pair (V, X)), respective／ν， Then the 
sheaves zi1 (D1÷Alx十Kx)and .J2(D÷AlxやKx){resp. Z丸（D1lx今Alx十Kx)
and .Jb(Dlx十Alx+ Kx）αre tr-generated. 
Proof. Since A （ーdimX)H is tr-ample, we apply Corゅllary2.7 and Lemma 2.11. 
ロ
Lemma 3.3. Let D1 αM D beπ・efect附 αndπ－Q-effectivedivisors on X (resp. 
π－effective aばゎ号－efectiむεdivisorson V for the pair (¥/, X)). Then 
{1) .1よD C .Jb for i = 0, 1 ifαεQ andα＞ 1. 
(2) Ib1 C Ib汁 Lαnd.Jb C .Jb+L for i = 0,1ザLisαtr-fre divisor on X 
{resp.γ）. 
fりIm(tr.Ov(Di)吋 tr.Ox(D1lx))ctr.I丸（D1 Ix) (in the latter cαse only). 
Proof. (1) and (2) are clear. (3) follows from f{y主主μiKx. 己
The vanishing theorem is used to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Let D be G 宵－Qィ~ffective divisor for the pair (V, X). Then 
1r • .J}; （ρIx+ Kx) C Im（む Ov(D+ Kv十X）吋 tr.Ox(Dlx+ Kx ). 
Proof. Wξhav岳部邑xacts丘中関ζ在
O吋 Owm（「土Qm.， 十Kwm）→Ow，、（r土Q作＇ -
→('.Jym 
If Dis tr-big for the pair (V, X), then we h乱刊 R1（πoμm).Owm（「去Qm「十Kw>n)=O
by Th告orξm2.6. In the g芭neralc部 e,since Qm is 7r o μm-fr出＇ thξhomomorphism
R1川 m山 rn（ヤ山Kw，） 吋 R1（川m).Ow,,,（すQ山 I仇十凡）
is inj日ctiveby Theorem 2.8. Anyway, we have a surjective homomorphism 
丸山＋日X）コ（tro μm山 J土Qm＇＋｝仇十Ym)
→（tr o μm).Oym (r 
hence the assertion. 己
Corollary 3.5. {1) Let D be aト Q-effective divisor for the pαir (V, X). Then 
D+A+Kv十Xisト efecti開 forthe pair (V, Xト
(2) If D1 Qば Di十 Kv十 X a符 7i－ε：Jfecti日 forthe pair (V,X), and D and 
D+Kv+Xα何 7i-Qィffecti閃 forthe pαir (V,X). Then 
たゴム（D1lxゃKx)C丸 111今Kv÷x(Dilx÷Kx)
π市.J};(Dlx十J(x)C tr• ..1b+Kv+x(Dlx + Kx). 
Proof.‘｛日 ByL告mma3.2, we hav号 tr• .J_b(Dlx÷Alx÷Kx）手0.By Lεmma 3.3 
(2), tr • ..1.b+A(Dlx +Alx +Kx）手0.Then by Lemma 3.4, w日obtainour回開rtion.
(2) follows from Lemmas 3.3 (3) and 3.4. ロ
The following is the key lemma for Theorems A and C. 
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Lemma 3.6. Assume that ]{ v + X is rr-Q-effective for the pair (V, X). Then 
.J!Kx C Zム（Kv+X)+A
for any non-negative integer m. 
Proof. w，ξnotξthat m(Kv十X）÷Ais 1同宣伝tivefor any non-nξgative intξgerm 
by Corollary 3.5 (1). Wi思proc企edby induction on m. If m = 0, then thξassertion 
is obvious, bee畠us号Aぬかfr在住・ Assumethat the assertion おもru邑form-L By th号
induction hypothesis and Corollary 3.5 (2), 
π• .J(°m-i)Kx (mKx + Alx) C rr.Ilm一山Kv+X）川（mKx+ Alx) 
C九Zム（Kv十X）川（mKx+Alx). 
Since rr.J,m-l)Kx (mKx十Alx)is rr-generated by L日mma3.2, it follows that 
ゴ（°m－収xC z;,.(Kv+X）十A
Si広告ゴ主Kx乙.Jc'二一l)Kxby Lemma 3.3 (1), w君主redoおふ 己
Proof of Theorem A. Since f{γ 十 X is rr-big for the pair (V, X), thereをxistsa 
positive integer mo such that mo(Kv + X）～A + B for an effective divisor B 
whose support does not contain X. By Lemmas 3.3 (1) and 3.6, we have 
ゴユKx（…Blx)C Jよ（Kv+X)+A(-Blx) 
Cゴよ（Kν＋X)+A+B= .J（いmo)(Kv+X)C Jよ（Kv+X)"
This implies the following: for any positive integer m, there exists a positive integer 
d such that, if Y is any smooth model of X which dominat邑sYm and むm by 
μ:Y→X, Vm; y→γm and Lノdm:Y→Ydm, then 
-v二Mm-μ*Blx三r－ ~v:±mN山円ムト〆fイX
If m = en for positive integers e and n and if Y dominates 九 bya morphism 
h・Y→Yn,then we hav町
-v~Mn 三 － ~vムMm く ~µ•Blx + ~Cm,d 一土ν； Ndm!Ydm ＋~（Ky -μ* Kx) -e ' e de m 
where Cm,d ＝「－ ~ν；mNdmlYdm 「十 ~VdmNdmlYdm Weもakea large eno暗 hinteger e 
such that (X, ~Blx) is log terminal. Then wεhavεL~µ＊ βIx -(I¥ Y -μ* Kx）」三 O
Hence 
一ν山ゲ一主ω 山 J÷f{y一戸K
Thus rr.Ox(nKx) C r• .J;(Kv+x)(nKx) C r• .7（~－ l)(Kv+X)(nKx) by Lemma 3.3 
(1). Therefore, we obtain our assertion by Lemma 3.4. 口
We modify Lemma 3.6 for Theorem B as follows：白
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Lemma 3.7. Assume that Kx is 7r-pseudo-effective. Then Kv + X isTi-pseudo-
effective, and 
:fo C r_l mKx+eHlx m(Kv+X)+eH+A・ 
for any noη・negativeinteger m and αny positive integer e. 
Proof. Since Kx isπpse吋 Cトeffective,mKx + eHlx is Ti-big for any non-negative 
integ巴rm and any positive integer e. Thus the left hand side of the formula is well 
de釦ied.We shall prove that m(Kv +X)+H +A is1同佐ctivefor the pair (V, X) for 
any non-negative integer m in order to prove that f{ v + X is Ti-pseudo-effective, as 
well as the inclusion :r:;.Kx+Hlx C zム（Kv+X)+H+Ain the c回 ee = 1 by induction 
on m. The inclusion for general e isproved similar匂 foreach fixed e by induction 
on m. 
If m = 0,then the assertion is obvious. Assume that the assertion is true for 
m -l. By the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.4, we have 
Ti • .］（九一l)Kx+Hlx(mKx十 Hix+Alx) 
C Ti.I(m-l)(Kv+X)+H+A (mKx +Hix十Alx)
C Im（むOv(m(J<v+ X) + H +A）→九Ox(mKx+Hix+ Alx)). 
Since :rgn-l)Kx+Hlx (mKx +Hix+ Alx) is 7r-generated by Lemma 3.2, it follows 
that m(Kv + X) + H +A is1同 ffectivefor the pair (V, X). Then by Lemma 3.3 
(3), 
Hence 
Im（れOv(m(Kv+ X）十H+A）→7らOx(mKx+Hix+ Alx)) 
CπJム（Kv+X)+H+A(mKx +Hix十Alx).
ゴ（~－ l)Kx+Hlx C Zム（Kv+X)+H+A・ 
Since .J!;.Kx+Hlx C :!?m-l)Kx+Hlx by Lemma 3.3 (1) and (2), we are done. ロ
Proof of Theorem B. We fix m. Since m(Kv + X) +His 1「－bigfor the pair (V, X) 
by Lemma 3.7, there exists a positive integer mo such that m0( rn(K v + X) + H）～ 
H十A+B for an effective divisor B whose support does not contain X. By Lemmas 
3.3 (1), (2) and 3.7, we have 
:r:;.Kx+eHlx(-Blx) C Jよ（Kv+X)+eH+A(-Blx) 
c Jよ（Kv+X)+eH+A+BC .J(1,.,。＋l)(m(Kv+X)+eH)
c Jよ（Kv+X)+eH・
We have proper birational morphisms μm,e : Wm,e→V from a smooth variety, 
a smooth strict transform Ym,e of X, and decompositions μ;,,,.(mKx十eHlx)= 
Pm,e + M凧 eand μ;,,,0(rn(Kv + X) + eH) = Qm,e + Nm,e as in Definition 2.10. 
It follows that for any positive integers m and e, there exists a positive integer 
d such that, if Y is any smooth model of X which dominates Y m,e and Ydm,de by 
μ :Y→X，νm,e: Y→Ym,e and vdm,de : Y→Ydm,de, then 
－ 
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If m = en for a positive integer n, then we have 
ペー iMni 三 － ~vム eMme
三γBlx＋戸d,e-deνい N川九m山＋：（ん －μ＊Kx)1 
where Cm,d,e ＝「－ ~Vdm,deNdm,delYdm,d•-,+ ~Vdm,deNd庁i,deIYdm出 Wetake a large 
enough integer e such that ( X, ~ B ¥x) is log terminal. Then L. ~〆・＇ B\x ー (J{y -
μ* ]{x ).J三0,hence 
ペーiMn,1三すいNdm,de¥Y…1十ん －μ＊］｛x.
Therefore, 
7r.Ox(n]{x +Hix) CιJ~（Kv+X)+H(n]{x +Hix), 
and the whole of 7r. 0 x ( n]{ x + H ¥x) is extend able to V. 口
Proof of Theorem C. By the flattening and the normalization, we construct a proper 
birational morphism μ : V＇→V from a normal variety V', a smooth variety V 
with a structure morphism j3 : V→S, and an equidimensional projective morphism 
α：V→V which is birationally equivalent to the Iitaka fibration of V over S. We 
set 7r’＝ j3 oα＝π0 μ: 
V←」：.＿ V' 
宵l jα 
There e氾stsa positive integer m1 such that m1μ・（］｛v+X) ＝ α• L + E for a 
j3・bigdivisor L on V and an effective Cartier divisor E on V'. Since the Kodaira 
dimension of the general fiber of αis zero and αis equidimensional, we may assume 
that the natural homomorphisms /3. 011 ( mL）→7r.Ov(mm1(]{v+X)) are bijective 
for any positive integer m. This means in particular that for any prime divisor of 
V, there exists a prime divisor of V' lying above it which is not contained in the 
support of E. 
Since κ（円）＝ ν（1), the numerical Kodaira dimension of the generic fiber of α 
is zero by (N2, 7.4.3]. Hence there exists a positive integer m2 such that the sheaf 
:F ＝ α.Ov• （µ・A+ mE) on V isindependent of the integer m if mとm2・
Let X' _be t~e strict transform of X by μ. Since dim X( = di円V1,we have 
α（X’） = x手V.We may assume that X is a smooth divisor on V. Since :F is 
torsion free, there exists a /3-very ample divisor A on V such that there are injective 
homomorphisms 
Ov(-A)E9k c :F c Ov（λ）$k 
for k = rank :F which are bijective at the generic point of X. 
By Theorem B, the natural homomorphism /3.:F(mL) = 7r~Ov• （µ事A+mα•L+ 
mE）→7r:Ox・((μ* A+ m♂L + mE) Ix•) is surjective for a町 positiveinteger m三
m2. Hence X' is not contained in the support of E. 
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For each positive integ日rm such that mm1(Kv十X)is 1川釘ectivefor the pair 
(V, X), we construct a projective birational morphism Pm : i～n→V from a smooth 
variety such that μ;,. (ml）口 Om+Nm where Om与βopm心開， Nmis effective, and 
that the natural homomorphism (/3 o Pm).Ov= (Qm）→/3. Ov ( rnL) is an isomor-
phism. By taking the fiber product and the normalizatiorしweconstruct morphisms 
μら： γm→γ＇andαm: Vm→γm・ Set μm = μoμ'r,.: Vm→γ. Let Nムbethe 
troμm-fix必partof μ:n ( mm1 (Ky÷X)). Sinc色 /3.t!v(mL） 吋れOγ （rnm1{Kv二←~））
is bij吉ctivξ3間 haveNムzα；，.Nm÷mE.Thus rnL isかeffectivefor誌をpair（γ，X), 
Since the numerical Kodaira dimension of the generic fiber of αis zero, the 
numerical Kodaira dimension of the generic fiber of αIx' is also zero by Theorem B 
Since dim X ~ = dim 片品川 ν （X~ ） ＝ν（円），Llx is /3-big. Moreover, by Theo陀月B
again, there exist a suffic附itlylarge integer rn0 and a global s日ctionof /3.:F(moL-
2A) which induces a non-zero section over X. Thus th日I日削除tsa global section of 
CJv(m0L -A) which do巴snot vanish identically on X. H叩 ceL is /3-big for the 
pair (V,X); ther芭existsan effective divisor B whose support does not contain X 
and such that moL～A 十
Let N:, be theπo μm-fixed part of μ;,.(mm1(J｛γ 十 X）÷A). Let :Fm = 
αm•CJγm (μ;,.A÷mμ';.E). Although Fm訟aybe di佐1加 tfrom μ;,.;:/torsion, the 
natむ alhomomorphism j3，・.:F(mL）→（/3° Pm).:Fm(m長:nL)is bijξctive，存在 hav邑
Ov,JP;',,(mL -A))$k C P,;',,:F(mL)/torsion 
C Ovm(μ;,,(mL+A))$k C Ov,J(m十mo）ゑλL)ek
where the last inclusion is d日れnedby B. Thus for m 2:m2, we have 
N：， 主α二（Nm十問。… μ；，( ( m + mo）ι－ (mL -A)))+ (m -m2)E 
=Nム＋mo…P'.:iα取（2A+ B）一（η10+ m2)E 
三Nム÷mo…μらC
for C = (2mo÷m2)m1(Kv÷X). Th告reforξ，wehave 
Zムmi(Kv+X)+A(-Clx) C 1{m+m0)mi(Kv+X) C jよmi(Kv+X)・
On the other hand, since f{ v十Xis 1!'-IQl-eπective for the pair (V, X), we have 
.J!Kx C zム（Kv+X)+A
for any non-negative integer m by Lemma 3.6. The rest is the same出 inthe proof 
of Theorem A. 己
4. CoおCLUDINGREMARKS 
By Th告or邑m1.5 and by the base point frξe the or・芭m,small おformationsof a min-
imal model are always (not necessarily Qゐctorial)minimal models (cf. [KMMJ). 
We might ask whether a similar statement holds for global deformations. Propo・
sition 4.1 is on the affirmative side, but we have also a counterexample (Example 
4.2). 
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Proposition 4.1. Let f : X吋 Sbe a properβαt algebraic morphism fromα 
complex variety toαgerm ofαsmooth cu問 E Assume that the βbers xt = 1-1 (t) 
havεonly canonicαl singularities for any tε S. Let ¢ : X→z be a projective 
birational morphism over S which is not Gη isomorphism and such that -f{ x is φ 
αmple. Assume that the fibers of¢ are at most l輸のmensional.Then the morphism 
restricted to the geneηc fiber ¢¥x0 is not an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let X0 be the central fiber. For sufficiently large positive integer m, we hav母
尺1¢;.0x。（mKx0）学 0,while RP¢.Ox。（mKx。）= 0 for pさ2.Thus the proposition 
follows from the uppεE S号mi-continuitythξ01'・emcombin芭dwith Theor・邑m1.2'. 0 
Example 4.2. LeもE = IP>d for an integer d之2,and let X be the total spa心巴
of the vector bundle OE(-1)$d. Let x0, .. ,xd be homogeneous coordinates on 
叩 dlet 6ぃ・， ~d be fiber coordinates for X. Then t ＝む~＝ l x ；~； gives a 
morphi町 nf. X吋 S= C. The central fiber X 0 = { t= 0} contains E and has 
only one ordin紋ydouble poi及tas sing込larity,which isヰfactorialif d三3.We 
have Kx¥E = OE(-1). There日xistsa birational contraction ¢・x→Zwhose 
官xceptionallocus coincides with E. 
The following Example 4.3 shows that the gen日ralizationsof Theorems 1.2’and 
1.4 to the case of varieties with log terminal singularities are false. 
Example 4.3. Let us consider a flip of 3-folds with t告rminalsingularitiξs over a 
germ Z: 
申 ，、 中キ . 
〆f・→乙←ーえぺ
where -Kx isφample and Kx+ isゆ＋－ample.Let g : Z→S b巴ageneric projection 
to a germ of a smooth curve so that thξcentral長berZo is a generic hyper’plane 
a告はionof Z throughもhesingular point. Let f : X→S be the induced morphism, 
and let Xo be the central fiber which coincides with the strict transform of Zo on 
x. 
Assume that X0 has only log terminal singularities. Then so has Z0 becau日目
Kx0 is negati刊 forφForexample，もhisis the case for Francia’s flip: (1) X has 
only one si碍ぬれtyof typξ~ （ 1, l, l) and x+ is皐mooth,(2) th告εxcξptionalloci 
C and C÷of¢ and¢;+, rξspectively, arεisomorphic to ID1, (3) the normal bundle 
of c+ in x+ is isomorphic to 01!'1 ( -1) EB OIP' ( -2), ( 4)Z0 has a singularity of type 
~（ l, 1), and (5) Xo hぉ asingularity of type i ( 1, 1). 
Since J{ z isnot IQ-Cartier, Z isnot log terminal. Let m be a positive integer such 
that mKz0 is a Cartier divisor. We take m = 3 for Francia's flip. Then the natural 
homomorphism弘Ox(mKx）江 Oz(mKz）→払Ox。（mKx0）口 Oz0(mKz。） is 
not surjξctive. Therefore, if we compactify X suitably over S, then we obtain a 
counterexample to the generalization of Theor廿n1.2’for the log terminal case. 
In the situation of Theorem 1.4 with X0 having log terminal singularities, one 
might stil ask wh日therthe general fibers Xt off hav巴onlylog terminal singularities. 
This is also false. Th芭 followingexample is kindly communicat色dby Professor 
Shihoko Ishi. By [Rl, L邑訟ma2.7J, onξζan construct from the aboveξxample a 
flat deformaもionf：ν→B over a germ of a smooth curve such that 1-1 (0) 主 Zo×B 
and 1-1(t）竺 Zfor t手0.On the other hand, [Is] proved that small deformation 
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of a log terminal singularity have the same lifting prop日rtyfor pluricanonical forms 
as log terminal singulariti帥 althoughthey may not be Q附Gorenstein.
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